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Japanese mimetic palatalisation
revisited : implications for
conﬂicting directionality*
John Alderete
Simon Fraser University
Alexei Kochetov
University of Toronto
This article re-examines ‘ conﬂicting directionality ’ in Japanese mimetic words, a
distributional pattern in which palatalisation is preferentially realised on the
rightmost of two coronal consonants, but on the leftmost consonant in a word
without coronals. Analysis of the original dictionary evidence given in support
of this generalisation and an exhaustive search of the Japanese mimetic stratum
reveal both several counterexamples to conﬂicting directionality and the fact that
the datasets are far too small to support linguistic generalisation. The theoretical
assumptions employed to account for Japanese mimetic palatalisation are thus
re-examined, with a focus on clarifying the predictions for future valid examples
of conﬂicting directionality.

1 Introduction
Since its discovery in Hamano (1998 ; originally published in 1986) and its
subsequent analysis in Mester & Itô (1989), palatalisation in Japanese
mimetic words has fascinated many phonologists. The four-layered pattern as originally described by Hamano is illustrated in (1) (we revise this
description below). In polysyllabic CVCV roots, palatalisation aﬀects only
one consonant. Given a root with a coronal and a non-coronal consonant,
* We would like to thank Brett Baker, Gunnar Hansson, Graham Horwood, Ellen
Kaisse, Shigeto Kawahara and three anonymous Phonology reviewers, as well as the
audiences of a graduate seminar at the University of British Columbia, a University
of Alberta colloquium, the 2008 Phonofest held at Simon Fraser University and the
2008 Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America for valuable comments
and advice. Thanks also to Manami Hirayama, Yumiko Gondaira, Miwako
Nogimori, Kenji Oda, Kanako Yonenami and particularly Maho Kobayashi for
assistance with data collection. This work was supported in part by the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC 410-2005-1175 and
SSHRC 410-2006-1006). Any errors that remain are the responsibility of the
authors alone.
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the coronal is systematically palatalised (1a). When this choice is not forced,
however, two distinct edge eﬀects are observed. The leftmost of two noncoronal consonants is palatalised (1b), but with two coronals, the rightmost
one is palatalised (1c). The coronal liquid /r/ complicates this system,
because it acts like a non-coronal. It does not obey the rightmost coronal
generalisation in the second C position (1d.i), nor does it exhibit a preference for palatalisation over a non-coronal (1d.ii).

(1) Japanese mimetic palatalisation in CVCV roots (Hamano 1998)
a. Palatalise the coronal in a coronal–non-coronal sequence:
kaCa-kaCa, *kjata-kjata
Saka-Saka, *sakja-sakja
b. Palatalise the leftmost of two non-coronals:
pjoko-pjoko, *pokjo-pokjo
c. Palatalise the rightmost of two coronals:
doSa-doSa, *Josa-Josa
d. Avoid /rj/:
i. ¿oro-¿oro, *norjo-norjo
ii. hjoro-hjoro, *horjo-horjo
As discussions in linguistics textbooks emphasise (Kenstowicz 1994,
Tsujimura 1996), this system has been tremendously important to the
development of feature theory. The ﬁrst complete autosegmental analysis,
Mester & Itô (1989), focused on its implications for feature speciﬁcation,
arguing that (1d) constitutes evidence for a restricted theory of feature
underspeciﬁcation in which only redundant features are underspeciﬁed.
Mester & Itô (1989)’s analysis also accounts for (1a–c) by assuming two
principles of mapping palatal feature structure to the CV tier : a right-toleft mapping principle for coronals, and, in the absence of a coronal consonant, a default left-to-right association principle for all other consonants
(cf. Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994).
With the advent of theories of feature alignment (McCarthy & Prince
1993, Itô & Mester 1994), an alternative analysis of (1) emerged that sees
the opposite edge orientations of these patterns as the satisfaction of two
conﬂicting constraints that require palatal feature structure to appear at
opposite edges of a word (Zoll 1997). To avoid some of the implications of
the alignment-based analysis, however, additional alternative analyses
have been proposed that treat the position of palatal feature structure as a
combination of categorical alignment and feature aﬃxation constraints
(McCarthy 2003), or the prosodic integration of featural morphemes
controlled by constraints on linear precedence (Horwood 2004).
The purpose of this article is to re-examine the evidence supporting
Japanese mimetic palatalisation and call into question the evidence supporting the two edge-orientation patterns in (1b, c). After some background information is given in w2, two kinds of evidence are examined in
w3: evidence of actual words from mimetic word dictionaries, including
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the words studied in Hamano (1998), and the results of an exhaustive
search of the Japanese mimetic stratum for the crucial data supporting
(1b, c), elicited from six native speakers. Both datasets show that there is
no empirical basis for the generalisations in (1b, c). As a result, the
theoretical assumptions that have built upon these generalisations, outlined above, are reconsidered in w4.

2 Background
The data in question are mimetic or iconic words of Japanese traditionally called giseigo/giongo (voice/sound-imitating) and gitaigo (designating
manner or state). Since the mimetic stratum of the Japanese lexicon is
characterised by a speciﬁc set of linguistic properties, which may diﬀer
from other lexical strata, we review the facts of this stratum below that are
relevant to our empirical examination, drawing primarily from Hamano
(1998) ; see also McCawley (1968) and Itô & Mester (1995) on the conﬁguration of the mimetic stratum in the Japanese lexicon.
According to Hamano (1998), the morphology of these words involves a
bimoraic root, to which one or more non-concatenative processes can be
applied, either with speciﬁc meanings associated with them or triggered in
order to meet certain phonological requirements. C and V positions in
roots may have ‘phono-semantic associations ’ in which a particular sound
structure correlates strongly with speciﬁc meanings. For example, the
mimetic adverb [koro-koro] ‘rolling on ’ is formed from reduplication of a
basic CVCV root /koro/. The meaning of the root is determined in part
from the association of C1 /k/ with ‘ hard surface ’ and C2 /r/ with ‘rolling
ﬂuid movement’. Palatalisation of a base consonant likewise appears to
have a speciﬁc set of semantic associations, as shown by the similar word
[kjoro-kjoro] ‘ looking around inquisitively ’, in which palatalisation of /k/
contributes a meaning of ‘unfocused movement’. Other common associations with the occurrence of palatal consonants identiﬁed in Hamano
(1998 : 238) are ‘childishness, immaturity, instability, unreliability, uncoordinated movement, diversity, excessive energy, noisiness, lack of
elegance, cheapness ’ and ‘lack of restraint’. The analysis of mimetic
palatalisation is concerned with the rules governing the distribution of
these palatal consonants.1
1 The generative analysis of Mester & Itô (1989) assumes for concreteness that

palatalisation is a lexical process that results from the realisation of a featural morpheme, [+high, back] ‘ uncontrolledness ’. However, this assumption has been
called into question by Schourup & Tamori (1992), who point to the lack of clear
morphological and semantic correspondence between palatalised forms and nonpalatalised roots. Speciﬁcally, they note that more than half of reduplicative mimetic items are non-palatalised roots that do not have palatalised counterparts, and
only one third of the items are paired with respect to palatalisation ; many of such
paired items are semantically unrelated, with relatively few palatalised pairs having
a meaning of ‘ uncontrolledness ’. However, whether or not mimetic palatalisation is
an unproductive morphological process or simply a pattern within a lexical network
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The prosodic morphology of mimetic words restricts their maximal
size. Mimetic roots have the canonical structure CVV, CVN (N=moraic
nasal), CVQ (Q=moraic obstruent) or CVCV, which supports a bimoraic
templatic requirement (Itô & Mester 1995, Hamano 1998). Mimetics that
undergo morphophonological gemination and reduplication are also subject to a prosodic upper bound of four moras, or two prosodic feet, given
the bimoraic foot characteristic of Japanese prosody (Mester & Itô 1989,
Poser 1990). Because of these two constraints, examples given in support
of the generalisations in (1) have been mimetic words exclusively formed
with CVCV roots. Restrictions on coda consonants in CVN/CVQ roots and
the limited number of suﬃxes that attach to mimetic roots preclude the
free combination of two consonants in forms based on monosyllabic roots.
The distribution of palatal consonants in mimetic words is also subject
to constraints on the following vowel and position within a word. The
phonological inventory of Japanese is symmetrical, in the sense that there
is a palatal consonant corresponding to every plain consonant (excluding
the glides), as shown in (2) (cf. Vance 1987, Tsujimura 1996, Ito & Mester
2003).2

(2) Japanese consonants
plain
p b
t d
k g
s z
m
n
r [P]
w

h

palatal
pj bj
C
J/Z
S
mj
¿
rj [Pj]

kj gj
hj [ç]

j

As with other strata in the Japanese lexicon, plain consonants do not
occur before the high front vowel /i/, and palatal consonants do not appear
before the mid vowel /e/ (McCawley 1968, Vance 1987, Itô & Mester
1995). In other words, the plain/palatal distinction is not contrastive before front vowels. This fact is relevant to the placement of palatal consonants in CVCV roots, because it is another principle predicting
palatalisation in C1 or C2. Notice too that in the mimetic stratum /r/
almost exclusively occurs in C2 position. The analysis of the distribution
of /rj/ is a matter of whether or not it can occur in C2.
based on loose associations between phonological types and semantic attributes is
orthogonal to the empirical questions raised here.
2 A note on transcription : to show the diﬀerent phonetic realisations of palatal
sounds, we transcribe the plain/palatal contrast diﬀerently for non-coronals and /r/
on one hand and non-rhotic coronals on the other. In particular, non-coronal palatals and /r/ are transcribed with a secondary palatalisation, but coronals other than
/r/ are shown with diﬀerent primary places of articulation. For expository reasons,
we ignore certain patterns of automatic allophonic variation that are not relevant to
our study, including the aﬀricate allophone [ts] of /t/ and [F] of /h/ before /u/,
consistent with prior work (e.g. Mester & Itô 1989, Hamano 1998).
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Finally, Hamano (1998) argues that the mimetic stratum is special in
that it does not contain words with more than one palatal consonant. This
is in contrast to other words of Japanese that may have more than one
palatal consonant, e.g. [kjaSa] ‘to be fragile’. In mimetic words like [pjiCa]
‘splashing water’, however, Hamano treats the phonetically palatal consonants before /i/ as phonologically plain, because they would be inconsistent with two otherwise general patterns of the mimetic stratum (1998 :
183ﬀ) ; but see McCawley (1968). Since one of these patterns, namely
palatalisation of leftmost non-coronals, is shown in this article not to be a
true generalisation for the stratum, this assumption may not be valid.
However, it does not present an obstacle for our conclusions, because even
if we follow Hamano (1998) in assuming that phonetic [Cji] strings are
phonologically plain, we can still ﬁnd empirical evidence against the generalisations in (1b, c) that do not involve these strings.

3 Re-examining the evidence
3.1 Dictionary evidence
To validate the patterns in (1), a list of CVCV-based manner and sound
symbolic adverbs was compiled. The items are drawn from several sources :
two published dissertations, Hamano (1998) and Tsuji (2003), and two
dictionaries of Japanese mimetic vocabulary, Asano (1978) and Kakehi
et al. (1996). Although Tsuji (2003) examines both standard and dialectal
(the dialect of Iwate) mimetic vocabulary, only mimetic items from the
standard were included in our corpus. The list contains 100 items with
a palatalised consonant. While some of the palatalised forms are listed
in just one source (16 items), there is considerable overlap among the
sources. Thus, 49 of these items were listed in all four sources, 19 were
listed in at least three sources and 16 were listed in at least two sources. In
addition, a list of 486 items without palatalisation was also compiled from
the same sources to investigate certain questions raised below. Sixty of
these items were paired with palatalised items (cf. Schourup & Tamori
1992).3
Details of consonant combinations in our corpus of palatalised items are
summarised in Table I (cf. Hamano 1998 : 180). Over three-quarters of all
CVCV items consist of a non-coronal (labial, dorsal or laryngeal) and a
coronal consonant, the coronal either as C1 (n=24), e.g. [Saka-Saka], or C2
(n=52), e.g. [kaSa-kaSa]. All of the consonants in (2) occur in such combinations. As discussed above, /r/ patterns diﬀerently from the other
coronals, never occurring as C1 in CVCV roots (except in the two forms
[rero-rero] and [rori-rori]). It can be preceded by either non-coronals (but
3 The complete corpus of mimetic words, both with and without palatalised con-

sonants, as well as detailed information about the meanings of particular mimetic
words, is available as a PDF document in supplementary online materials at http://
journals.cambridge.org/issue_Phonology/Vol26No03. Links to the original Excel
ﬁles on the authors’ websites can be found in the supplementary materials.
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C2
C1
lab

cor

lab
p

b

cor
m

p
b
m
t
d
s
z
n

t

d

5
6
3

4
6
1
2

s

dors
z

2

n

r

k

g

lar
h

1

10
12
9

4

6

3
3
3

3
4
1

26
1
9
9
6

3

4
1
1

2
2
2

r
dors
lar

0

k
g

4
4

h

1
2

8

0

22

2
4

0

21

3

5

1
2

2
1

9
14

1

2

8

18 16

1

5
0

0

100

Table I
Combinations of C1 and C2 in CVCV mimetic words with at least
one palatalised consonant found in the corpus (n=100).

there are no examples with labials) or other coronals, as in [kjoro-kjoro]
and [^uru-^uru]. CVCV words that contain either two coronal consonants
or two non-coronal consonants are rather rare in the corpus. There are
only four items where both consonants are coronal : [doSa-doSa], [neCaneCa], [niCa-niCa] and [Sana-Sana], and only two items where both consonants are non-coronal : [hjoko-hjoko] and [pjoko-pjoko].
Counts of vowel combinations in the corpus showed that most items
had back vowels only : /a/, /u/ or /o/ (72 items), e.g. [Coku-Coku] and
[moJo-moJo]. Combinations of front vowels /i/ and /e/ with non-high
back vowels in either order are also possible, as shown by [meCa-meCa]
and [Joki-Joki] (28 items). All items with back/front vowel combinations
have coronals before back vowels, and non-coronals or /r/ before front
vowels. (Items where both vowels are front were excluded, since palatalised consonants before /i/ are assumed in Hamano 1998 to be phonetically
conditioned, and palatalised consonants are not permitted before /e/, as
discussed in w2.)
Since Japanese does not contrast plain and palatalised consonants before front vowels, the items with front vowels are not directly relevant to
the investigation of the generalisations in (1). This leaves us with only 72
items with back vowels, given in Table II.
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C2
C1

p

b

p

z/d

s

z/d

n

r

paSa
poSa
puSu
baCa baSa
boCa boSa
moSa moJa mo¿a
moSo moJo mo¿o
muSa
mu¿a

m

s

t
paCa
poCa

b

t

m

Capo
Capu

Sana

Sabu
Sobo
Jabo
Jabu

doSa

n

g

h

pjoko

Cara
Coro
Curu

Cabu
Cobo

k

Sara
Suru
Jara

Caka
Coko
Coku
Cuku
Saka
Jaka
Juku

¿oro
¿ura
¿uru

r
k

g

h

kaCa kaSa
koCo kuSa
kuCa
kjoto
gaCa gaSa
goCa goSa
goCo guSa
guCa guSo
hoCa

goJa
guJa
guJo

ku¿a

kjara
kjoro

go¿o
gu¿a

gjoro

hu¿a

hjoro hjoko
hjuru

Table II
Roots with palatalised consonants in back vowel contexts (n=72).

The dataset above can be used to return to the generalisations in (1) in
an eﬀort to conﬁrm the four distinct components of this system. In combinations of non-coronals (labials, dorsals and laryngeals) with coronals
charted above (54 items), coronals are consistently palatalised, conﬁrming
the pattern in (1a). There is only one exception to this pattern, [kjotokjoto], possibly formed by analogy to [kjoro-kjoro] (as noted by Hamano
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1998 : 178, n. 4), or, alternatively, to create an opposition with another
word with a palatalised coronal, namely [koCo-koCo]. There are 14 words
with various non-rhotic consonant–/r/ combinations, and /r/ is never
palatalised, consistent with (1d).
Of particular interest to the empirical evidence for conﬂicting directionality is the paucity of mimetic words supporting (1b) or (1c). While it
is true that C1 is always palatalised in non-coronal–non-coronal words,
there are only two items that exemplify this pattern, [pjoko-pjoko] and
[hjoko-hjoko]. Furthermore, there is only one valid example supporting
rightmost coronal palatalisation (1c) in words with two coronal consonants, [doSa-doSa]. The only other coronal–coronal item, [Sana-Sana],
shows the opposite pattern: leftmost palatalisation. It is simply not the
case that the inventory of actual mimetic words provides a suﬃcient
number of examples to support the generalisations in (1b, c), and even the
small dataset relevant to (1c) contains a counterexample.
It appears that the discrepancy between our ﬁndings for (1b, c) and the
conclusions of Hamano (1998) and Mester & Itô (1989) is a matter of
interpretation rather than empirical evidence. The discrepancy cannot be
due to diﬀerences in actual words, because our corpus closely corresponds
to the corpus used in Hamano (1998), the empirical basis for Mester & Itô
(1989). The original corpus of CVCV-based reduplicated adverbs in
Hamano (1998) consisted of 85 forms. The 15 additional items in the current corpus include seven non-coronal–coronal forms, ﬁve coronal–noncoronal forms, one non-coronal–/r/ form, one coronal–/r/ form and one
coronal–coronal form. Of these items, only the last, [Sana-Sana], is directly
relevant to the evaluation of the edge eﬀects in (1b, c).4 Mester & Itô
(1989 : 270) and Tsujimura (1996 : 96) (citing Mester & Itô) provide one
more coronal–coronal example, [noSo-noSo] ‘slowly’, and another noncoronal–non-coronal example, [gjobo-gjobo] ‘ gurgling ’, presumably derived from [noso-noso] and [gobo-gobo]. These items were not included
in our corpus, because they did not occur in our sources, nor were they recognised as meaningful Japanese words by our native speaker informants
(see w3.2). However, even if they are included, these additions do not
increase the datasets to such an extent that (1b, c) could be considered
generalisations for the mimetic stratum. Generative linguistics does not
provide a predetermined number of examples such that this number
supports a generalisation that is cause for analysis. But even with these
additional examples, C1 palatalisation in non-coronals (1b) is observed
just three out of three times, and C2 palatalisation in coronals (1c)
is observed two out of three times. Because the choice in CVCV forms is
between just C1 and C2, the occurrence of C1 or C2 palatalisation is

4 The word [Sana-Sana] is listed in Tsuji (2003 : 513) and deﬁned as ‘ a kind of supple

and swaying gait, an enticing way of walking ’ (e.g. [Sana-Sana to juku] ‘ to walk in a
seductive manner ’). The word has the same root as [Sanari-Sanari], also listed in
Kakehi et al. (1996: 1088).
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C2
C1
lab

cor

lab
p

b

cor
m

p
b
m
t
d
s
z
n

t
13
13
7

2
3

8
6
10
6
3

1
3
2
3

d

s

2

5
6
8

1
1
3
3
5

dors
z

n

1
3

1

k

11 13
13 10
10 5

7

1

r

2

1
4

8
3
5
9
4

10
6
9
8
5

g

lar
h
42
42
44

5
2
3

3

r
dors
lar

k
g

33
19
42
29
25
0

1

h
6

4
7

2

13
14

1

11

44 12 83

2
1

7

10
9

1
4

2
1

13
11

2
5

1

2
1

51
55

5

1

10

9

2

1

40

51 14

6

97 82 13

7

422

Table III
Combinations of C1 and C2 in CVCV mimetic words without palatalised
consonants found in the corpus (items with consonants that do not occur
in Table I, i.e. /w/ and /j/, and with /r/ as C1 are excluded) (n=422).

statistically parallel to tossing a coin. Treating, for example, the noncoronal cases as an important generalisation would be like treating three
‘heads ’ observations in three consecutive coin tosses as a statistical fact
requiring analysis.
Both Hamano (1998 : 178) and Mester & Itô (1989 : n. 28) acknowledge
that there is a small number of examples supporting the rightmost coronal
generalisation (1c), but nonetheless consider the observed examples to
be signiﬁcant, and suggest the small number derives from a general
constraint on the co-occurrence of two coronal consonants. More recent
work has shown a statistical tendency against the co-occurrence of
homorganic consonants in native Yamato words (Kawahara et al. 2006).
Our examination of 422 CVCV-based non-palatalised mimetic words with
the same consonants shows a similar eﬀect in the mimetic stratum: sameplace consonants are statistically underrepresented in CVCV roots,
categorically for some places (labials) and gradiently for other places
(coronals and dorsals) (see Tables III and IV, and Hamano 1998 : 42).
These two analyses are consistent, and seem to account for the small
number of coronal–coronal CVCV words. However, we reject the tacit
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C2
labial

coronal

r

dorsal

laryngeal

C1
labial

O=0
O=0
O=61
O=34
O=33
O/E=0·00 O/E=1·25 O/E=1·16 O/E=1·15 O/E=0·00

coronal

O=47
O=3
O=26
O=29
O=43
O/E=2·16 O/E=0·46 O/E=0·85 O/E=1·29 O/E=1·22

dorsal

O=14
O=3
O=57
O=24
O=8
O/E=0·90 O/E=1·41 O/E=0·99 O/E=0·34 O/E=1·71

laryngeal

O=1
O=1
O=17
O=10
O=11
O/E=0·17 O/E=1·11 O/E=1·09 O/E=1·22 O/E=1·51

Table IV
Counts of observed items (O) and observed/expected ratios (O/E) for each
combination category in words without palatalisation. A ratio below or
above 1·00 indicates that the combination occurs less or more frequently
than would be expected based on random distribution (see Kawahara et al.
2006 for a similar approach to co-occurrence restrictions in the Yamato
stock of Japanese). These O/E values show that items with two labials, two
coronals and two dorsals are underrepresented in the corpus.

analytical assumption of Hamano (1998) and Mester & Itô (1989), namely
that the co-occurrence restrictions mask a linguistic generalisation about
attested words with two coronals. As the dictionary evidence discussed
above and the investigation below show, there are counterexamples to the
rightmost coronal generalisation (1c), and the words identiﬁed by
Japanese native speakers are just too small in number to support a generalisation.
3.2 An exhaustive search for edge eﬀects
It could be the case, however, that (1b, c) constitute linguistic generalisations that are not represented in lexicographical resources. After all, the
use of speciﬁc mimetic words is subject to interspeaker or dialectal variation, and their marginal status as words of Japanese may preclude their
inclusion in some dictionaries. Kakehi et al. (1996 : xiii), for example, do
not include in their dictionary mimetic words that are ‘ rare, slangy, used
in highly restricted dialect areas’, also noting that ‘the concentrated use of
sound-symbolic elements in Japanese lends itself to new creations’. To
overcome the limitations of dictionary evidence, an exhaustive search for
the crucial evidence for the patterns in (1b, c) was conducted, using the
following methods. A questionnaire was created containing examples
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of CVCV-based forms in which one of the consonants was palatal. Both
vowels were back, because palatalisation is predictable before front vowels
(w2). /r/ was excluded because of its special distribution, and because it is
orthogonal to the generalisations in (1b, c). Since there are ﬁve coronal
consonants /t d s z n/, six non-coronals /p b m k g h/ and three back vowels
/u o a/, there are 450 forms with coronal combinations (= (5X5)consonantsX
(3X3)vowelsX2C1/C2) and 648 non-coronal combinations (= (6X6)consonantsX
(3X3)vowelsX2C1/C2). The questionnaire contained all of these possible
coronal–coronal and non-coronal–non-coronal combinations, i.e. 1098 in
total.
These forms were randomised and presented as a list in katakana
orthography. Six native speakers were asked to examine the list carefully
and select actual mimetic words of Japanese. To ensure that the judgements were of mimetic words, and not some other type of word, participants were explicitly instructed to identify mimetic words. The intended
focus on mimetic words was supported further by the structure of the
items in the questionnaire, which were reduplicated CVCV forms, because this structure is almost exclusively mimetic. Participants were asked
to identify the items that they had used, heard or seen used as meaningful
words. For words identiﬁed as mimetic, the participants were asked to
provide a meaning and a sentence illustrating its usage in Japanese. All
instructions were in Japanese. Completion of the questionnaire was selfpaced; participants generally ﬁnished it in under an hour. Three of the
speakers were in their twenties and three in their thirties. Four were from
the Eastern dialect area (Tokyo, Kanagawa, Shizuoka, Sapporo); the other
two were from the Western dialect area (Okayama, Shiga) (see the dialect
areas of Shibatani 1990). All participants were living in Canada at the time
of the experiment.5
The results reported below conﬁrm that, while there is some variation
in speaker responses, the patterns are indeed consistent with the conclusion above, namely that neither leftmost non-coronal nor rightmost
coronal palatalisation is systematically represented in Japanese mimetic
words. The number of forms recognised ranged from three to 35, with an
average of approximately 17 forms per speaker (see Table V). Of the 1098
logically possible forms, only 64 forms were recognised at least once, and
of these, only 17 forms were recognised by two or more speakers, suggesting that these combinations are indeed underrepresented in the
Japanese lexicon. The full list of identiﬁed forms, arranged by consonant
combination, is shown in Table V. As with the dictionary forms, the
glosses and examples for all elicited forms are given in the online supplementary materials.
5 Three of the participants were non-linguists (speakers 1, 5, 6), and three others were

graduate students in linguistics (speakers 2, 3, 4). None of the participants were
aware of the speciﬁc purpose of the study, and only one of them conﬁrmed any
familiarity with the issue of conﬂicting directionality. Interestingly, this speaker had
the lowest number of responses overall.
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C2
C1

p

p

papju

b

b

m

t

s

z/d

n

g

h

p9oko pugja
pakja
pokju
pjuku
bakja
buhja
bakju
buhjo
bjaku
mukja mjago muhja
mukju mogja muhjo
mugju

bumju

m

t
s

k

suCa saSa
Sana
Suta
zuCa doSa zaSu zuNu
zuCu duSa

z/d
n

nuCa Noso
nuCo
nuCu
k

kjupo kjaba

kokju
kjuko

g

gjabu gomja
gomjo

gakju
gokju

gogju

h

hjobo humja
humju

h9oko
hokjo

hagju
hogja
hugja
hugju

kjaha
kjaho
kjoho
gjaha
gjaho
gjahu
guhja
guhjo
hjaha
hahju
huhjo

Table V
CVCV-based palatalised mimetic words with two coronals or two non-coronals
identiﬁed in the exhaustive search. Italicisation indicates forms that appeared in
our dictionary corpus; underlined items were identiﬁed as words by at least two
speakers. Shaded cells show combinations that are irrelevant to the search.

We ﬁrst examine the 17 forms recognised by at least two speakers.
There were fewer coronal–coronal forms than non-coronal–non-coronal
forms, presumably an eﬀect of the avoidance of the co-occurrence of
homorganic consonants. Of the four forms not in the dictionary corpus,
three have C2 palatalisation and one has C1 palatalisation, as shown in (3).
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(3) Coronal–coronal forms
a. C1 palatalisation
Suta-Suta

b. C2 palatalisation
doSa-doSa
nuCo-nuCo
zuCa-zuCa
nuCa-nuCa

Of the ten additional forms given by only one native speaker, three of them
also have initial palatalisation : [Jota-Jota], [^oso-^oso] and [Sana-Sana].
It is diﬃcult to draw any conclusions from such a small dataset, but this is
consistent with our ﬁndings in dictionaries. Coronal–coronal combinations are vanishingly rare, and there are indeed counterexamples to the
generalisation of rightmost coronal palatalisation.
There are a few more non-coronal–non-coronal forms that did not occur
in the dictionary corpus. The forms in (4) show that there is no generalisation at all about the position of palatalisation : six have C1 palatalisation
and seven have C2 palatalisation. Furthermore, for both coronal–coronal
and non-coronal–non-coronal roots, items with the same consonant
combinations may have diﬀerent patterns of palatalisation, for example,
[Suta-Suta] vs. [suCa-suCa], [bjaku-bjaku] vs. [bakju-bakju] and [hjaha-hjaha]
vs. [hahju-hahju], a point reported by some of the participants.

(4) Coronal–non-coronal forms
b.
a. C1 palatalisation
hjoko-hjoko
pjoko-pjoko
kjaha-kjaha
gjaha-gjaha
kjuko-kjuko
kjaho-kjaho

C2 palatalisation
mugju-mugju
gokju-gokju
hugja-hugja
gogju-gogju
hahju-hahju
bakju-bakju
guhjo-guhjo

To further probe the empirical support for (1b, c), Table VI shows the
exceptions to the two generalisations for each speaker. As the table shows,
exceptions to the generalisations were found in responses of ﬁve of the six
speakers; three of these speakers showed both types of exceptions – for
coronals and non-coronals. The only speaker who did not have exceptions
was speaker 2, who had the lowest number of responses among all the
speakers (only three). Overall, this shows that exceptions are not limited to
particular individuals, but are representative of the group as a whole.
Moreover, patterns of exceptions do not seem to be tied to age or dialect,
as exceptions are exhibited by speakers of both age groups and apparently
regardless of the dialect region.
At the same time, there appear to be some dialect or age-speciﬁc tendencies in overall numbers of responses: on average more items were
reported by the two speakers from the Western dialect area and by the
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no. of responses

exceptions

speaker

age
group

dialect

total

cor

noncor

rightmost
coronal

leftmost
non-coronal

1

30s

Eastern
(Shizuoka)

º9

3

º6

2

º0

2

30s

Eastern
(Tokyo)

º3

0

º3

0

º0

3

30s

Western
(Okayama)

28

7

21

0

15

4

20s

Eastern
(Sapporo)

18

2

16

1

º8

5

20s

Western
(Shiga)

35

7

28

1

19

6

20s

Eastern
(Kanagawa)

11

4

º7

1

º2

Table VI
Numbers of responses and exceptions to generalisations (1b, c), sorted by speaker.

younger speakers from both areas. The age diﬀerence can be at least in
part attributed to diﬀerent degrees of exposure to manga and anime
(Japanese comics and animation), where novel mimetic items are commonly used. The increasing use of novel mimetic vocabulary in online
chat and on Facebook was also noted by one of the younger participants.

4 Discussion
The investigation above conﬁrms two of the generalisations in (1), namely
(1a) and (1d). However, a comprehensive examination of the original
evidence and an exhaustive search of CVCV mimetic roots did not conﬁrm
generalisations (1b, c).

(5) Mimetic palatalisation reconsidered
a. Palatalise the coronal in a coronal–non-coronal sequence:
confirmed
b. Palatalise the leftmost of two non-coronals:
not confirmed
c. Palatalise the rightmost of two coronals:
not confirmed
d. Avoid /rj/:
confirmed
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These ﬁndings raise two important questions, one concerning the correct
analysis of Japanese, and another about theoretical implications of theories
of edge eﬀects for segmental features. Starting with the ﬁrst question, part
of the interest of prior work on Japanese mimetics, including early generative works like Mester & Itô (1989) and later analyses in OT (Zoll 1997,
McCarthy 2003, Horwood 2004), is that it shows how the same theoretical
assumptions that account for (1b, c) can also account for (1a, d) when these
generalisations are treated as edge eﬀects. For example, Zoll (1997) accounts for the preference for palatalisation of coronals and avoidance of
/rj/ with the same constraint system responsible for the opposite edge effects in (1b, c). Zoll’s analysis employs two alignment constraints on
palatal feature structure. One constraint, ALIGN-L(ComplexSeg, PrWd),
applies speciﬁcally to palatalisation in non-coronals and /r/ because they
are complex segments, and requires this secondary palatalisation to appear
in the beginning of the word. A more general constraint, ALIGN-R([ant],
PrWd), applies to all palatal consonants, both coronal and non-coronal,
and requires them to appear at the right of a word. The fact that noncoronals and /r/ are complex segments, while non-rhotic coronals involve
a change in palatalisation (from [+anterior] to [anterior]), makes it
possible to collapse the four distinct patterns below into just two patterns :
avoidance of palatalisation in C2 position when C2 is a complex segment
(6a.i, b, d), but preference for C2 palatalisation when C2 is a coronal (6a.ii,
c). The members of the two collapsed patterns have identical violation
proﬁles, shown here in a comparative tableau (Prince 2002), because the
constraints treat the members of these sets as exactly the same.

(6) Conflicting directionality in Japanese (Zoll 1997)
Align-L
Align-R
(CompSeg,PrWd) ([—ant],PrWd)
Coronal preference a. i. CokoÇtokjo
W
L
ii. kaCaÇkjata
e
W
Leftmost coronal
b. pjokoÇpokjo
W
L
Rightmost coronal c. doSaÇJosa
e
W
Avoid /rj/
d. kjoroÇkorjo
W
L

Generalisation

WinnerÇLoser

The problem posed by this type of analysis of Japanese is that it incorrectly predicts conﬂicting directionality in words with two coronals or
two non-coronals. Given two non-coronals, the ranking of ALIGN-L above
ALIGN-R predicts the absence of C2 palatalisation, but such words exist,
e.g. [gokju-gokju]. Likewise, this ranking prohibits C1 palatalisation in
coronal–coronal words, but this prediction is also not borne out, e.g. [SanaSana]. The facts brought to light in this article therefore require a separation of the analysis of (1a, d) from (1b, c), at least in the case of Japanese.
The ﬁnding that coronal preference and avoidance of /rj/ in Japanese are
not edge eﬀects is actually not at all a surprise when one considers
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cross-linguistic parallels. To take one example, Rose (1997) argues for a
palatalisation hierarchy in several Ethio-Semitic languages that ranks
segments in terms of their eligibility to receive palatal feature structure in
certain morphophonological operations. This hierarchy distinguishes
more classes than are involved here, but the observation directly relevant
for Japanese is that palatalisation of non-coronals is marked with respect
to palatalisation of coronals, while palatalisation of rhotics is marked with
respect to other coronals. In Harari, for example, marking of 2nd person
singular feminine subjects involves both suﬃxation of /-i/ and morphophonological palatalisation of a segment closest to the right edge of a stem,
as in /kifat+i/E[kifaC-i] ‘open!’. However, when the stem ends in a noncoronal and the penultimate consonant is coronal, the non-ﬁnal coronal is
palatalised, as in /kitab+i/E[kiCab-i] ‘write! ’. In general, this morphophonological palatalisation targets coronals but excludes /r/ ; when the
form lacks a non-/r/ coronal, the feminine marker is expressed by the
suﬃx /-i/ alone, e.g. /k’ibar+i/E[k’ibar-i] ‘bury !’ (see Rose 1997, 2004
for additional details of this system). Similar cases documenting the
markedness of coronals with respect to non-coronals and /r/, independent
of their edge properties, can also be found in Slavic, Celtic, Finno-Ugric
and West Chadic languages, among others (Bhat 1978, Kochetov 2002,
Schuh 2002, Bateman 2007).
A full analysis of these preferences in Japanese is beyond the scope of
this paper ; we simply note here that the markedness of palatalisation in
non-coronals and /r/ relative to coronals can be accomplished with wellformedness constraints that do not refer to edges. Rose’s (1997)
PALATALISATIONMARKEDNESS constraint, which encapsulates the palatalisation hierarchy discussed above, is suﬃcient for this task, because it
establishes within-segment markedness generalisations of the right kind.
Likewise, Akinlabi (1996) applies the same reasoning to the unmarkedness
of coronal palatalisation in his discussion of Japanese mimetic palatalisation, arguing for a feature co-occurrence constraint ‘if [back] then
[coronal] ’ which simply applies to the domain of the segment ([back]
represents palatalisation here). Since the preference for coronal palatalisation is not an edge eﬀect in Japanese, segment-internal featural markedness constraints such as these can be ranked with respect to faithfulness
constraints to account for the salient distributional patterns. In sum, there
are cross-linguistic parallels to the coronal preference of Japanese, and a
clear approach to these facts as segment-internal markedness eﬀects exists
in the literature.
Finally, we address the cross-linguistic implications of prior work
on Japanese mimetics for segmental edge eﬀects. These analyses, based
on Hamano (1998)’s original description, assume that Japanese has
the two edge eﬀects in (1b, c). Indeed, it is the opposite directionality
for these edge eﬀects that supports a parallel made explicitly in Zoll (1997)
to default-to-opposite stress (Prince 1983, Halle & Vergnaud 1987,
Gordon 2000). As intriguing as this parallel may seem, the empirical investigation above showed that Japanese does not have the edge eﬀects in
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rightmost
leftmost
coronal/
coronal/
leftmost
rightmost
non-coronal non-coronal
a. Conﬂicting directionality (Zoll 1997)
Align-L(ComplexSeg, PrWd)
Align-R([—ant], PrWd)

ß

b. Extended alignment theory
Align-L/R(ComplexSeg, PrWd)
Align-L/R([—ant], PrWd)

ß

ß

c. Categorical constraints (McCarthy 2002)
Suffix[—ant], Suffix/s[—ant]
Align-L([—ant], PrWd)&*ComplexSeg

ß

(ß)

(ß)

(ß)

d. Relational faithfulness (Horwood 2004)
Linearity (with featural preﬁx, sux)
(*Non-InitialComplexSeg)

Table VII
Theories of segmental conﬂicting directionality.

(1b, c).6 Since Japanese mimetic palatalisation is the only example argued
to be a case of segmental conﬂicting directionality in prior work, it is worth
considering the implications of these analyses for future empirical investigation. In particular, what would future valid examples of segmental
conﬂicting directionality tell us about theories of docking and edge eﬀects
for feature structure ? Furthermore, what if no examples of conﬂicting
directionality are ever found ?
Table VII illustrates the predictions made by prior analyses of segmental conﬂicting directionality. For each theory, the operative constraints
are repeated from these works and the speciﬁc edge eﬀects they predict, if
any, are given on the right. For concreteness, the speciﬁc constraints in
Table VII refer to palatal feature structure on coronals and non-coronals,
6 But the parallel to default-to-opposite is not perfect in Zoll’s (1997) analysis. In

default-to-opposite stress, a speciﬁed class of syllables, e.g. the class of heavy syllables, takes precedence over the superset class, and has a diﬀerent edge orientation
for stress. In Zoll’s analysis, palatalisation of coronals takes precedence over noncoronals, but it is controlled by constraints that refer to the superset class, namely
all palatals (see (6)). This curious inversion of the set–superset relations derives
from the fact that the alignment constraints on non-coronals can be vacuously
satisﬁed by simply palatalising a coronal. A ﬁnal point is that the gradiently assessed
alignment constraints proposed in Zoll (1997) do not actually predict defaulting of
palatal feature structure to an opposite edge in words greater than two syllables, as
found in default-to-opposite stress.
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but similar patterns could be predicted for other types of features with
analogous constraints.
As illustrated in Table VII, Zoll (1997)’s alignment-based theory predicts a rightmost coronal/leftmost non-coronal pattern, because of the
speciﬁc edge settings in the alignment constraints assumed. A more general theory, based on Zoll’s idea that alignment constraints drive the
analysis, also predicts the opposite pattern (b). The parallel with stress
systems made in Zoll (1997) suggests this more general theory, since the
alignment constraints standardly employed in default-to-opposite stress
(Bakovi« 1998) are likewise symmetric. On the other hand, Zoll motivates
constraints like ALIGN-L(ComplexSeg, PrWd) with the idea that complex
segments are positionally licensed at the left edge of a word, so if the crosslinguistic generalisations support this positional licensing approach, then
the asymmetric theory of segmental conﬂicting directionality in (a) is
justiﬁed.
The predicted edge eﬀects of these two theories is also predicted by
McCarthy (2003)’s theory of feature docking (c), in which the violations of
the constraints guiding association of a feature are assessed categorically.
Two types of constraints are employed in this analysis: SUFFIX[feature]
constraints (and the analogous constraints on preﬁxes) which are violated
in structures where a segment (SUFFIX[ant]) or syllable (SUFFIX/s[ant])
intervenes between the right edge of the prosodic word and the featural
suﬃx [anterior]. To get the opposite edge orientation for the subset
class, in this case complex segments, McCarthy employs local conjunction
of two constraints, as in Smolensky (1995), which produces a categorical
constraint that in essence prohibits non-initial complex segments. Because
the edge settings for these constraints are not restricted, and given the
availability of the PREFIX constraints, this theory could also predict a
leftmost coronal/rightmost non-coronal pattern. However, it could also
appeal to the markedness of non-initial complex segments, as Zoll (1997)
appears to do, to exclude this pattern.
Finally, we note that one theory, that of Horwood (2004) in (d), is potentially more powerful, in that it can account for the two patterns in
Table VII or none at all. This approach assumes that ﬂoating features are
morphemes, and as morphemes, they have an inherent precedence structure with respect to the stems they attach. Therefore, faithfulness constraints like LINEARITY (McCarthy & Prince 1995) have the ability to
control their integration and position in the stem. In particular, LINEARITY
predicts that ﬂoating features will tend to be as close as possible to their
aﬃx position : leftmost if the ﬂoater is a preﬁx, rightmost if it is a suﬃx. As
shown in Horwood’s (2004) sketch of Japanese, this theory can employ a
positional markedness constraint like *NON-INITIALCOMPLEXSEG to produce conﬂicting directionality of the kind in (1b, c). As nothing in this
theory precludes the opposite positional markedness constraint, the precedence faithfulness approach could account for either kind of conﬂicting
directionality (Table VIId). Interestingly, the absence of any of these additional constraints predicts the non-existence of conﬂicting directionality
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altogether, which is consistent with the fact that segmental conﬂicting
directionality is at present unattested.
The above discussion has reviewed the ways in which contemporary
theories do and do not predict certain patterns of conﬂicting directionality.
We hope that these predictions can help focus future data collection and
the interpretation of valid examples of segmental conﬂicting directionality
within theories of feature docking and realisation.
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